Cranial Nerve Mnemonics - Tenth Edition

I. Olfactory
II. Optic
III. Oculomotor
IV. Trochlear
V. Trigeminal
VI. Abducens
VII. Facial
VIII. Vestibulocochlear or Auditory
IX. Glossopharyngeal
X. Vagus
XI. Spinal or Accessory
XII. Hypoglossal

Observation Of Old Turtle Tom Allowed For Very Good Visualization Some Ancient Habitat. (Kasia Wesolowski Fall 2010)

Obsessive Octopi Object To The Absolute Fact: Average Geckos Vanquish Sly Hippos (Abby Cox Fall 2010)

Obstinate Official Outrages The Teacher About Flying “V” Guitar Voltage Shocking Humans. (Josh Whalen Fall 2011)

Obviously Office Olympics That Take A Few Afternoons Go Very Slowly Haywire (Abby Cox Fall 2010)

Obviously Oliva Occasionally Trots Towards Andersonville For Victoria’s Great Vegetables And Ham. (Justin Suico Fall 2012)

Obviously, Our Onion Taste Test Attracted Few Vampires Given Vampires’ Allergic Hysteria (Tim D’Onofrio Fall 2011)

Occasionally Oliver Opens Tall Tables After Finishing Vegetables Garnished Vicariously Sans Hollandaise (Abby Cox Fall 2010)

Occasionally Only Octopuses Try To Angrily Fight Very Ginormous Vicious Sea Horses (Monica Freeman Fall 2007)

Occasionally Oprah Offers To Treat Audience Followers A Global Vacation Spreading Honesty. (April Khatua Fall 2012)

Occasionally, Outstanding, Observers, Trade, Tales, About, Five, Very, Gentle, Villagers, Seemingly, Heroic (Kim Ahlgrim Fall 2008)
Octopus Orator Optimistically Trained Therapists About Fixing Vascular Gushing Veins Spilling Hemoglobin. (Josh Whalen Fall 2011)

Octopuses Only Offer Their Tentacles After Finding Very Good Vegetables At Home (Rafael Saura Fall 2011)

Odd, Octagon, Oranges That Tumble Around For Awhile Go Very Slow, Hopefully. (Jenny Cunningham Fall 2012)

Odd Ollie Occasionally Takes Ten Apples For A Grossly Vulgar Small Hangnail (Megan Homerding Fall 2011)

Odd Orange Octopuses Touch Tentacles And Feel Very Good Versus Small Hands (Craig Walter Fall 2006)

Odd Otters Obviously Take To Aquatics Fine And Gorillas Vent Swinging And Hanging (Lauren Triemstra Fall 2009)

Oddly Only Once Tom Traced Aliens Feared Violinists Great Violins Secrete Hidings. (Tom Zeiss Fall 2008)

Offensive Odors Often Tend To Affect Friendly Vegetarian Gardeners Visiting Angry Hermits (Mary Kay Holmes Fall 2005)

Often One Of The Teams Angry Fans Visited Games Viewing Shrewd Humor (Christine Borchardt Fall 2010)

Ohio Obviously Owns Their Trees And Fresh Vegetation Giving Various Safe Hideouts (Tim D’Onofrio Fall 2011)

Once One Opens Typical Textbook All Focus Voluntarily Goes Via Student’ Head (Agata Biebowka Fall 2010)

Often Outside Our Town There Are Faint Voices Giggling Very Astoundingly Haunting (Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Oh Odd Oliver Tackled Terry And Frank As Grant Valiantly Stopped Hogs (Megan Homerding Fall 2011)

Oh Oh Oh Take Time After Finals! Valuable, Glorious, Vacations Seem Heavenly (Luciana Kerkemeyer Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh Texas Teas Are For Very Good Very Smart Angels (M.Tyranne Lumbers Fall 2005)

Oh! Oh! Oh! The T.v.’s Americas Funniest Video Guarantees Very Sensationally Hilarious (Christine Borchardt Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh That Tastes Awesome, Fantastic, Very Good, Very Sweet And Hot. (Danielle Claypool Fall 2008)

Oh Oh Oh They Told Aunt Fannie And Grandma Very Sad Hymns (Susan Brewster Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Tag Along For A Great Vacation Sailing All Hours (Tara (Read) Messersmith Fall 2008)
Oh, Oh, Oh, To Take A Family Vacation Go Vegas And Hawaii.  
(Parna Mazumdar Fall 2012)

Oh Oh Oh To Take A Family Vacation, Go Virginia Same Hours  
(Louie Dela Pena Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Take A Family Vacation Great Vacation AH  
(Iwona Mazurek Fall 2012)

Oh! Oh! Oh! To Take A Fantastic Vacation Go Via Sea Honey.  
(Dipa Patel Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Tantalize A Fine Vixen Getting Very Angry Hostile  
(Eric Erickson Fall 2007)

Oh Oh Oh To Tell A Fable About Goblins & Vampires Stealing Hearts  
(Tara (Read) Messersmith Fall 2008)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch A Fat Viking Golly Vikings Are Hot  
(Mike Brunsting Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch A French Virgins Girl Vagina, Simply Heaven.  
(Robert Powell Wtr. 2004)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch A Fun Vest Gave Vita Some Happiness  
(Kristi Spielman Wtr. 2003)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel A Girls Vagina So Happy  
(Louie Dela Pena Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel A Green Vehicle So Happy  
(Louie Dela Pena Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Vegetable Garden's Vegetables Ah Ha.  
(Manoj Mathew Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Very Good Velvet AH  
(Allison A. Huerta & Anna Malska Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Very Good Velvet Aah Hah  
(Jim Wiesman Fall 2012)

Oh, Oh, Oh To Touch And Feel Very Good Velvet, Ah Heaven (or Such Heaven)  
(Rita Randazzo Fall 2007)

Oh, Oh, Oh, To Touch And Feel Very Good Velvet, Such Heaven. (Kirtikumar Shah Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Very Good Velvet, Such Heaven  
(Daly Cholemkery & Karen Lawver  Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Very Greasy Vaseline (is) Such Heaven  
(Cassie Matz Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Very Green Vegetables A H.  
Oh, Oh, Oh, To Touch And Feel Very Green Vegetables Ah Ha
(Sue Ekkebus, Fall 2012)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Very Green Vegetables At Home
(Jennifer Seebock Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh To Touch And Feel Virgin Girls Vagina Ah Ha.
(Manoj Mathew Fall 2005)

Oh, Oh, Oh, To Trot A Fat Appaloosa Growing Very Sad Hay
(Tracy L. Schuette Fall 2011)

Oh, Oh, Oh Truly There Are Five Very Gorgeous Vixens Awaiting Him
(Rita Randazzo Fall 2007)

Oh! Oh! Oh! Try The Abercrombie Fitch Very Gorgeous Very Smart Ha!
(Dipa Patel Fall 2010)

Oh Oh Oh Try To Always Forgive Very Glee Valentines At Holidays
(Jennifer Seebock Fall 2005)

Oh Oh Oh Try To Arrange Fun Volunteer Games Very Soon Here
(Beverly Ehlebracht Fall 2010)

Oh! Oh! Oh! Try Taste Apple For Very Good Vision And Health
(Krzysztof Kluzowski Fall 2006)

Oh! Oily Onions Tasty Treats Always Full Very Good Vitamins And Happiness
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Oh! Old Ogres Tried To Abduct Five Van Gogh Vases Across Himalayas
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Oh Old Oprah Tried Tennis Although Fran And Gail Viewed Some Hoops
(Megan Homerding Fall 2011)

Oh On October The Third, A Fanged Vampire Gave Vicky A Hickey
(Kylie Griswold Wtr.2004)

Oh On October The Thirteenth, A Flower Vase Gave Val A Hemorrhage
(Kylie Griswold Wtr.2004)

Oh On Our Tough Tests A Fantasy Very Good Vacation Sounds Heavenly
(Stephanie Janowski Wtr. 2004)

Oh Only Once, To Take A Family Vacation! Go Vancouver After Hours.
(Maybelle Lozano Fall 2012)

Oh Once One Takes The Algebra Final Very Good Vacations Are Healthy
(Brittany Baaske Fall 2010)

Oh Once One Takes The Anatomy Final Very Good Vacations Are Happening
(Christina Perrone Fall 2012)

Oh Once One Takes The Anatomy Final Very Good Vacations Are Heavenly
(Kylie Griswold Wtr. 2004, Jennifer Bumag & Steven Kalinowski Fall 2006, Jan Kosol, Elena Petrova, Rita Randazzo Fall 2007, Kathleen Heinz Fall 2010, Sue Ekkebus, Fall 2012 & Jim Wiesman Fall 2012)
Oh Once One Takes The Anatomy Final Very Good Vacations Seem Heavenly
(Ramneek Mago Fall 2007, (Mike Kardas Fall 2008)

Oh Once One Takes The Anatomy Final Very Good Vacations Sounds Heavenly
(Stephanie Janowski Wtr. 2004 & Kirtikumar Shah Fall 2010)

Oh Once One Takes The Anatomy Final Very Good Variations Are Heavenly
(Birute Keturkien Wtr. 2005)

Oh Once One Takes The Associate Finals, A Grand Vacation, Sooo Heavenly
(Dipa Patel Fall 2010)

Oh, Once One Takes Tough Anatomy Finals Very Good Vacations Are Heavenly
(Anthony Pasek Fall 2006)

Oh Once One Took The Alaska Ferry Visiting Great Valleys And Highlands
(Sue Ekkebus, Fall 2012)

Oh On Ones Test The Answer Finally Vibrates Good Versions Sounding Happy.
(Stephanie Janowski Wtr. 2004)

Oh Optional Oats Tickle Tim’s Appetite For Virtuous Glowing Vixens Singing Hymns
(James Dawson Fall 2008)

Oh Our Oranges Taste Totally Awful From Virgin Growers Valuing Severe Heat
(Christina Dutler Fall 2009)

Oh, Our Orchestra Travels To Albany For Vocal Group Voice Splicing Help.
(Ilene Briner Fall 2009)

Oh Our Orbit, This Terrific And Fabulous, Vast Great Vector And How.
(Steven Kalinowski Fall 2006)

Oh Outraged, Otto Thought That Allen Flung Vickie Gray’s Very Smart Hat.
(Cheryl Barnett Fall 2006)

Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, And, Florida, Are, Great, Visits, Some, Holidays
(Amy Schumacher Fall 2008)

OK Open Oven To Take All Food And Grab Very Sweet Ham.
(Phillis Albert Fall 2010)

Oklahoma Or Ohio, To Travel And Find Very Good Views Are Hard.
(Sunny Meschino Wtr. 2004)

Oklahoma Owners Of Tilling Tractors Are Farmers Annually Growing Vegetables And Herbs
(Jessica Bockelmann Fall 2011)

Old Objective Officer Trust The Army For Very Great Victory And Honor
(Iwona Mazurek Fall 2012)

Old Objects Occupy The Three Additional Far Vehicle Garages Vertically Standing High.
(April Khatua Fall 2012)

Old Oblivious Octopus Told Tales About Fishing Ventures Gazing Vaguely At Horizon
(Kristina Balniute Fall 2012)
Old Octopuses Often Try Tentacle Aerobics For Very Good VO2 (max) And Heart. (Cheryl Slykas Wtr. 2004)

Old Ogre Owed Twenty Two Apples For Visiting Granny’s Very Special Home. (Phillis Albert Fall 2010)

Old Olaf Often Takes Twelve Aphrodisiacs For Vikings, Germans, Venetians, And Hungarians (Emmanuel Sadural Fall 2008)

Old Olaf Ogdled The Three Aged Females’ Very Grotesque Varicosities And Hematomas (Emmanuel Sadural Fall 2008)

Old Olaf On Third Tour Around Finland’s Very Green Valleys And Harbors (Emmanuel Sadural Fall 2008)

Old Olaf Ought To Try Apples, Fruits, Vitamins, Green Vegetables And H2O (Emmanuel Sadural Fall 2008)

Old Old Octopus Try To Add Fractions Very Good (and) Vigorously At Home. (Jennifer Seebock Fall 2005)

Old Oldest Three Together Arisen From Very Gigantic Vehicle Approached Horizon (Radoslaw Janczylo Fall 2012)

Old Olive Oil Tastes Terrible After Finishing Very Good Vegetables And Horseradish (Mary Kay Holmes Fall 2005)

Old Oliver Opened The Truck And Found A Green Vase And Hat (Christina Perrone Fall 2012)

Old Operator Operates Through Three Additional Facial Accessories Giving Various Service Help. (April Khatua Fall 2012)

Old Opie Occasionally Tries Trigonometry And Feels Vexed, Grumpy, Violent And Helpless (Anthony Pasek Fall 2006)

Old Opportunistic Occidental Traveler Tried All Fifteen Very Gloomy Vagabond Accepting Hotels (Emmanuel Sadural Fall 2008)

Old Oppressor Occasionally Trouble Trinity Abusively Fighting Versus Great Vain Academic Hypocrisy (Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Old Oprah Occasionally Tried Trigonometry And Felt Very Gloomy, Vague, And Hypoactive. (Elena Petrova Fall 2007)

Old Optimistic Oliver Tried Three Apples Failing Very Gravely Vanquish Atrocious Hunger (Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Old Orange Owls Take The Afternoon For A Great Voyage At Home. (Jenny Cunningham Fall 2012)
Old Oranges Only Taste Tart After Fruit Vendors Get Very Short Handed
(Douglas Wierenga Fall 2010)

Old Ornery Ollie Takes Two Aspirin For Vicious Gingivitis & Very Swollen Hinney
(Janet Abramic Fall 2006)

Old Orphans Often Try To Avoid Fighting Video Games Variants. Sounds Hopeful.
(Mike Petrovic Fall 2010)

Old Oscar Often Takes Time Analyzing Folks And Gets Very Simple Honors.
(Joan Becker Fall 2012)

Old Oscar Olsen Travels To A Favorite Vacation Getaway Via Standard Helicopter.
(Robert Powell Wir. 2004)

Old Oscar Otto Took The Amtrak For Vegas Going Very Slowly Home
(Hope Semper Fall 2008)

Old Owls Often Theorize That All Furry Varmints Gather Very Shiftless Hares.
(Teresa Rutecki Fall 2010)

Old Oxford Occult Teachers Think Abducting Flying Vultures Gives Velocity Acceleration and High-flight (Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Olivia Often Orders Takeout Tai And For Victor Gets Very Spoiled Hamburgers
(Erin Benedetti Wir 2005)

Olivia’s Only Option To Take After Failing Admirably Gave Very Small Hope
(Abby Cox Fall 2010)

Olive Oil On Toast, Tangerines Are Fun And Green Vegetables Are Healthy
(Sampada Thatte, Fall 2011)

Olive Oil Orders Take Time After Frisky Vendors Grease Vases Several Hours
(Craig Walter Fall 2006)

Olive Oil Occasionally Takes Two Apples From Another Garden, Vaguely Someone’s Home
(Lauren Triemstra Fall 2009)

Oliver, Olson, Often, Takes, Time, As, Fall, Appears, Going, Vacationing, Seeing, Heights
(Amy Schumacher Fall 2008)

Oliver Optimistic Octopus Trots Triumphanty About Facing Audiences Glossily Vaguely Spinning Hippos. (Mike Petrovic Fall 2010)

Oliver Or Oscar Tried To Act For Victor Grossmans Very Special Horse.
(Jennifer Seebock Fall 2005)

Oliver Or Olivia Tried To Access Five Very Good Violin Songs Hastily.
(Jenny Cunningham Fall 2012)

Oliver Ordered Ollie To Take A Fourwheeler Atop Gigantic Volcanoes Spitting Havoc
(Megan Homerding Fall 2011)

Oliver Ornery Once Took Three Apples From Very Grumpy, Vocal Aunt Helga.
(Valeria Molina Fall 2007)
Oliver O’Ryan Ordered Tasty Treats At Famous Vinnie’s Garden View Steak House
(Douglas Wierenga Fall 2010)

Olympians Occupy Our Tiny Town And Find Vain Glory Very Abnormally Humorous
(Kaitlin Barker, Fall 2012)

Olympic Opium Occupies Troubled Triathletes After Finishing Vegas Gambling Vacations Still High. (Kirtikumar Shah Fall 2010)

(Mike Petrovic Fall 2010)

On Occasion Our Tree Takes A Fall After Goofy Valerie Angrily Hops.
(Joan Becker Fall 2012)

(Rekam Shah Wtr. 2003)

(Saldy Valdez Wtr. 2004)

On Occasion Our Trusty Truck Acts Funny Very Good Vehicle Some How (Ramneek Mago Fall 2007)

On October One Two Thousand America’s Funniest Videos Gave Victor Seven Hundred $.
(Roxanne Anderson Wtr. 2004)

On October, Order The Tea And Figs, Always Get Vanilla And Honey.
(Jenny Cunningham Fall 2012)

On Odd Occasion Together Totally Away, Friends Voyage Gladly, Vivaciously Shouting “Hooray” (Kristina Bahnute Fall 2012)

On Offensive Outings Their Tacos Are Fast And Great Very Appetite Helpful
(Christina Dutler Fall 2009)

On Old Oceans Tiny Turtles And Fish Vanish Going Very Speedy Heights
(Craig Walter Fall 2006)

On, Old, Olympus, Ted, Tim, Amy, Fran, And, Gary, Viewed, Some, Horses
(Amy Schumacher Fall 2008)

On Old Olympus Towering Top A Famous Vocal German Viewed Some Hops.
(Elena Petrova Fall 2007 & Kirtikumar Shah Fall 2010)

On Old Olympus Towering Top A Fin And German Viewed A Hawk
(Allison A. Huerta Fall 2005)

On Old Olympus Towering Top A Fin Venezuelan German Viewed A Hawk
(Anna Malska Fall 2005)

On Old Olympus’s Towering Top A Finn And German Viewed Some Hops
(Jan Kozol Fall 2007, Rita Randazzo & Ramneek Mago Fall 2007)

On Old Olympus Towering Tops, A Finn And German Viewed Some Hops
(Elena Petrova Fall 2007, Karen Lawyer Fall 2010 & Megan Homerding Fall 2011)
On Old Olympus Towering Tops, A Few Very Good Views Are Had.
(Bob Klatt Fall 2005)

On Old Olympus’s Tiny Tops A Fat Voluptuous German Vends Some Hops
(Mike Brunsting Fall 2005)

On, On, On They Traveled And Found Viking Guarding Very Special Hammer
(Kirtikumar Shah Fall 2010)

On, On, On, They Traveled And Found Vikings Guarding Very Ancient Hammers
(Kathleen Heinz Fall 2010)

On, On, On, They Traveled Away Finding Very Generous Vikings Smiling Happily
(Christine Borchardt Fall 2010)

On One Occasion Terry Told Anthony Forget Vanessa Go Ventilate At Home.
(Justin Suico Fall 2012)

On One Occasion Terry Took All Four Asian Gentlemen Very Steamy Hamburgers
(Pavia Salazar Fall 2010)

On One October Tuesday, The Afternoon Felt Very Gloomy, Very Sad, And Hopeless.
(Gabriel Noguez Fall 2008)

On One October Twilight Teen Angel Fought Vampire Ghost, Very Scary Halloween
(Christine Borchardt Fall 2010)

On One Of The Tallest Alps, Freddy Viewed Glens Valleys And Hills
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

On One Of The Televisions A Fine Vested Girl Visited Alton High
(Luciana Kerkemeyer Fall 2005)

On One Order, The Tacos Are Filled Very Good, Very Stuffed, And Huge.
(Gabriel Noguez Fall 2008)

On One’s Own Trying To Acquire Foreign Vocabulary Gives Very Agonizing Headaches
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

On One Outstretched Toe The Athlete Faced Vermont’s George, Victorious, So Happy.
(Cheryl Barnett Fall 2006)

On Ophra One Time The Audience Favored Vicious Guys Versus Sneaky Husbands.
(Cathy McMillan Wtr. 2003)

On Or Off The Television Antenna Focuses Very Good, Very Sharp Hue.
(Tammie Oliver Fall 2010)

On Or Over The Table Are Flowers, A Green Vase And Hands
(Liz Dillmann Fall 2011)

On Orders, Oakbrook’s Tough Traffic Adjustor Fined Victoria Grayson Very Strictly, Harshly
(Cheryl Barnett Fall 2006)

On Onset Of This Terrific Adventure, Fellows And Gals Viewed Alligator Horrendous
(Kristina Balnute Fall 2012)
On Other Occasions The True Answers Fixing Vain Guesses Vanquish Specia, Happiness (Kim Ahlgrim Fall 2008)

On Otto’s Ottoman Terry Tickled A Friendly Virgin Giving Victor A Hug. (Sunny Meschino Wtr. 2004)

On Our Oak Tree, Two Apes Found Very Good Views Around Hills (Jason Ylagan Fall 2012)

On Our Obstacle Taylor Took A Far Vertical Gallop Via Space Horse. (April Khatu Fall 2012)

On Our October Trip, The Artsy Fat Violin Guy Validated Sue's Headache (Brandi Calvert Fall 2005)

On Our Outstretched Tongues Tasted A Feast Very Good Vegetables And Ham. (Jeff Barten Fall 2012)

On Our Old Tiny Truck Aunt Fannie Amed Grandpa’s Very Shiny Helmet (Susan Brewster Fall 2010)

On Our Only Trip Through African Fields A Guy Viewed Some Hyenas. (Patty Colognesi Fall 2011)

On Our Other Two Times Attempting Fast Action Gus Very Abruptly Halted. (Patty Colognesi Fall 2011)

On Our Outrageous Trip To Athens Found Very Good Vases Sans Hydrangeas (Christina Dutler Fall 2009)

On Our Outside Timber Tables Apples Find Victory Going Vroom Somewhere Hot (James Dawson Fall 2008)

On Our Overseas Trip To America Found Very Grand Villas Some Houses (Louie Dela Pena Fall 2010)

On Our Overseas Trip To Argentina Found Very Grand Villas And Houses (Kathleen Heinz Fall 2010)

On Our Overseas Trip To Asia Found A Great Vedic Saints Home. (Dipa Patel Fall 2010)

On Our Overseas Trip To Australia Frank’s Very Good Vacation Seamed Heavenly. (Tammie Oliver Fall 2010)

Once October Occurs Turn To Another Fall Variety Green Vegetable Salad Herb (Beverly Ehlebracht Fall 2010)

Once Old Olga Totally Tripped And Fell Very Gracefully Via Soft Hay (Monica Freeman Fall 2007)

Once Olly Oliver Tried To Avoid Fran’s All Green Vegetable Stew Heartache. (Tammie Oliver Fall 2010)

Once On October Twelve, Two Agents Found Various Golden Valuables And Horses. (Maybelle Lozano Fall 2012)
Once On Our Trip To Alabama, Frank's Van Got Very Sexy Hitchhikers.
(Jeanie Stevens Fall 2005)

Once Old Owl Told The Amazing Forgotten Very Good Valuable Sentimental History
(Krzysztof Pek Fall 2010)

Once On October Thirteenth, Tim And Faith Acted Greatly Victimized After Hours.
(Joan Becker Fall 2012)

Once On October Thirteen Tina Arranged For A Girls Vacation And Hotel
(Christina Perrone Fall 2012)

Once On October Thirty-first Troublesome Adults Frightened Various Groups Vision And Hearing.
(Justin Suico Fall 2012)

Once One Occupies The Theaters At Fabulous Vegas Great Vacations Are Happening
(Jessica Bockelmann Fall 2011)

Once One Openly Told Tomato And Fennel, Very Good Vegetable And Herb.
(Parna Mazumdar Fall 2012)

Once One Openly Told Tourists About Fighting Vampires Gobbling Various Antelope Herds
(Jim Wiesman Fall 2012)

Once One Or Two Toddlers Are Fussing Very Gradually Veer Attention Ha!
(Katie Capparelli Wtr 2005)

Once Only Old Tall Tigers Angered Furry Vultures Going Vertical At Hearsay
(Jim Wiesman Fall 2012)

Once Our Officers Traveled To Australia For Very Good Vacations And Holidays.
(Parna Mazumdar Fall 2012)

Once Our Otter Took Three Ants Fishing Via General Vehicles Safety Horses.
(Janet Gerlesits Fall 2005)

Once Owen Oden Traveled To Afghanistan For Various Grand Vacations And Holidays.
(Justin Suico Fall 2012)

One Odd Occupational Therapist Threw A Fit After Giving Vera Some Help
(Brianne Forrest Fall 2011)

One Of Old Tom’s Turkeys Actually Flew Around Grandma’s Valuable Stone Hutch
(Lauren Triemstra Fall 2009)

One Of Our Terrible Tenants Asked For Very Gorgeous Valances And Housewares
(Kathleen Heinz Fall 2010)

One Of Our Town’s Tall Adults Found Very Good Vitals At Home
(Brittany Baaske Fall 2010)

One Of Our Two Twin Adults Found Very Good Values So Happy
(Louie Dela Pena Fall 2010)
One Of Our Two Turtles Ate Five Very Good, Very Sweet Honeybees.
(Jeanie Stevens Fall 2005)

One Old Oak Toll Tree A Forest Victorious Great Visage Symbolical Health
(Krzysztof Pek Fall 2010)

One Old Oak Tree Takes A Fine View Going Vertically And Horizontalty
(Mary Kay Holmes Fall 2005)

One Old Occupational Therapist Took A Fake Viagra Generated Various Acute Hemorrhages
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

One Old Ocean, The True Aqueduct, Fresh Vital Green Virgin Safe Horizon
(Krzysztof Pek Fall 2010)

One Old Ogre Told Tom And Frank Very Grueling Versions About Halloween
(Kathleen Heinz Fall 2010)

One Old Owl Throw The Apple Far Away Got Very Sugar High
(Yang Liu Fall 2011).

One Olga Octopus Tapped Tattoo's Across Fishermen Vessels Going Victoriously South Home.
(Nancy Bingen Fall 2011)

One On One Tag Team Activity For All Geeks Versus Studs Hooray
(Hilda Villalobos Fall 2012)

One, One, One, Two, Three, And Four, Very Great Vocables Are Hepaticocholangiocholecystenterostomies
(longest word in Gould’s Medical dictionary)
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

One Orange October The Turkey And Five Vampires Gathered Very Small Heads
(Janet Abramik Fall 2006)

One Orange Orangutan Took The Airplane For Vacation Getaways VIPs Should Have.
(Teresa Kutecki Fall 2010)

One Orange Orangutan Took Two Apples From Valerie’s Green Vegetable Storage Hold.
(Stacy Haglund Fall 2008)

One Ornery Otter Tried To Acquire Five Very Gullible Very Silly Hamsters.
(Carie Wright Fall 2007)

One Ounce Of Tabasco Turns A Flat Virtually Gross Vegetable Absolutely Hot.
(Dana Bukala Fall 2011)

One Oversized Otter Tried To Attack Fifty Very Grumpy Veterinarians Abusing Hamsters
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

One Overwrought Old Timer Tried Acquiring Fifty Voluptuous Girls Virtually Absurd Happening
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)
Only, Oblong, Ostriches, Talk, To, Aliens, From, Venus, Grasping, Vegan, Smoked, Ham  
(Nancy Wieringa Fall 2007)

Only Odd Ones Try To Avoid Feeling Very Good Very Silly Huh  
(Hope Semper Fall 2008)

Only gOOgle Takes Time Assembling Factual Volumes, Generating Vast Assets Hastily  
(Anthony Pasek Fall 2006)

Only gOOgle Takes Time Assembling Fascinating Volumes, Generating Vasts Assets Hastily  
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Only Obese Ostriches Travel To Alabama From Virginia Getting Various Acrobat's Help.  
(Alyssa Masterson Fall 2011)

Only Olaf Openly Told To Abashed Felix Very Gloomy Visionary Aimless Hearsay  
(Iwona Mazurek Fall 2012)

Only Old Octopi Try To Attempt Fooling Very Gullible Vultures About Hippos  
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Only Old Olifs Tell Tales And Feel Very Good Viciously Analyzing Humans  
(Cassie Matz Fall 2005)

Only Old Owls Travel To And Fro: Very Gracefully; Very Audaciously Hunting  
(Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Only Ollie Observes The Troops Above Firefighters Versus Gun Violence Among Hooligans  
(Jason Ylagan Fall 2012)

Only On One Try The Army Fought Valiantly Got Victory Said HooAh  
(Charles Herring Wtr. 2005)

Only One Occupation That Teaches A Fellow American Good Values A Hero  
(Jessica Bockelmann Fall 2011)

Only One Octopus Tried Trusting After Finding Various Girls Valentines Shipped Home  
(Gina Fabino Fall 2006)

Only One Offer To Take A Free Very Ghetto Vehicle Slowly Home  
(Jennifer Seebock Fall 2005)

Only One On The Ticket After Frightful Victor’s Grossness, Victor Sent Home  
(Cheryl Barnett Fall 2006)

Only One Opportunity To Travel Around From Venice Greece Venus And Hawaii  
(Hilda Villalobos Fall 2012)

Only One Orange Tasted Tangy And Fruity Violating Good Vegetation Selling Habits.  
(Carie Wright Fall 2007)
Only One Oreo To Tame Another Fat Angry Gopher Venturing Straight Home
(Brianne Forrest Fall 2011)

Only One Ounce To Take And Feel Very Good Variety Available However
(Beth Kasprowicz Fall 2011)

Only Onion Open To Tears And For Vocal Grunt Volume As Humor
(Krzysztof Kluzowski Fall 2006)

Only Open Oysters Taste Tangy After Frying, Very Good Vittles Should (be) Hot.
(Janet Gerlesits Fall 2005)

Only Oranges Orally Taste Tangy And Flavorful. Very Great Vegetation Smells Happy.
(Josh Whalen Fall 2011)

Only Organic Onions Taste Terrible And Facilitate Very Gross Vivid Smells (that are) Harmful
(Cassie Matz Fall 2005)

Only Our Office Tried To Apply For A Good Volunteer Staff Handyman.
(Tammie Oliver Fall 2010)

Onto Open Outbound Tremendous Traffic Actions Fool Vendors Getting Vented So Hard
(James Dawson Fall 2008)

Oodles Of Octopi Travel Through A Forceful Atlantic Gale Very Shortly Home
(Dave Lykowski Fall 2011)

Oo Oo Oo To Touch A Feather Anticipate Giggling Via Snorting Hysterically.
(April Khatua, Fall 2012)

Ooh, Ooh, Ooh Topless Tiffany And Fat Valerie Got Vaginitis And Hepatitis
(Jennifer Bunag & Steven Kalinowski Fall 2006)

OOOooo! Tasty Treats, Amazing Food, Various Gummies, Very Attractive Hues.
(Dana Bukala Fall 2011)

Opera Of Old Tells Tales Amidst Fine Violins Great Violas And Harps
(Mary Kay Holmes Fall 2005)

Operating On Ophelia’s Torn Tailbone Allowed For Vertebrae Glued Very Strongly Hard
(Cheryl Barnett Fall 2006)

Oprah Ordered Only The Tasty Apples From A Great Valley She Has
(Christina Perrone Fall 2012)

Oprah Organized Outstanding Trip To Africa Focusing Virtuously Giving Valuable Smart Help
(Philia Albert Fall 2010)

Oooh, Oooh, Oooh, To Touch And Feel Good Velvet A H.
(Sunny Meschino Wtr. 2004)

Oooh, Oooh, Oooh, To Taste And Find Good Vino A H.
(Sunny Meschino Wtr. 2004)

Oops, Oscar Octopus’ Ten Tentacles Accidentally Flashed Valerie Goldfish Violating Sea Harmony
(Janet Abramic Fall 2006)
Oprah O. O’dell Took Two Awfully Fancy Vacations, Giving Very Special Highlights. (Ilene Briner Fall 2009)

Optimist Ollie Orangutan Traveled To Atlanta For Allies Gift Volkswagen At Harvey's. (Nancy Bingen Fall 2011)

Orally Opening Omega Three Tablets After Finding Vibrant Goldfish Vocational Schools Hungry. (Josh Whalen Fall 2011)

Orange Officers Offer Their Three Apples For Veronica, Greg, Yin - Singing Happily. (Brandi Calvert Fall 2005)

Orange, Optimistic, Orbit, Tea, Teacher, Austria, Father, Violin, Geology, Vitamin, Sun, Happiness (Ramune Rasciuviene Fall 2008)

Orange Orangutans Only Talk To African Flies And Give Very Solid Help (Rafael Saura Fall 2011)

Orange Orangutans Organize Three Teams At Facilities Vacant, Giant Violent Apes Hissed (Eric Erickson Fall 2007)

Order Our Original Tasty Taco And Forget Valley Gardens Vegetarian Sandwich Happened. (Joan Becker Fall 2012)

Ordinary Old Oscar Threw Tantrums After Finding A Green Van Atop His (Liz Dillmann Fall 2011)

Ordinary Owls Often Turn Tan After Few Viewers Go Very Soon Home (Luciana Kerkemeyer Fall 2005)

Organizations Of Otho’s Traveled Together Again For A Good Vacation At Hilton (Liz Dillmann Fall 2011)

Original Old Olympics Took Time Always Fighting Victory Giving Value Spartans Hometown. (Kasia Wesolowski Fall 2010)

Originally Olivia Offered Teresa Tasty Apples, For Vegetarians Greatly Veto Succulent Ham (Monica Freeman Fall 2007)

Orin’s Orange Orangutan Touched Tang Along Frank’s Very Gross Violent Ape Henrietta (Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Orlando’s Overweight Octopuses Try To Avoid Fuddrucker’s And Grabbing Vienna Sausage Hamburgers (Daly Cholemkery & Karen Lawver Fall 2010)

Ornery Outlandish Octopus Travis Travels Around Fungus Vesicles Going Vertical Across Houses. (Alyssa Masterson Fall 2011)

Oscar Of Orland Tries To Act Fun Actively Going Vaulting Saturday Hopefully. (Lorraine Pickett Fall 2011)

Oscar & Olive Olson Took The Airplane From Virginia Going Very Slow Home (Tara (Read) Messersmith Fall 2008)
Oscar Only Offered To Take Another Four Very Gorgeous Vixens Straight Home.
(Carie Wright Fall 2007)

Oscar Opened Old Trunk Talking About For Very Good Vision Seeing Home.
(Kasia Wesolowski Fall 2010)

Oscar Optimized Optical Tower Tools At Fat Victors Green Vine Soaked House
(James Dawson Fall 2008)

Oscar Our Octopus Took Two Alligators Fishing At Gigi’s Vacation Spa Hotel
(Rachel Ormins Fall 2010)

Oscar’s Other Otter Threatened The Angry Fat Alligator Going Very Slowly Home.
(Patty Colognesi Fall 2011)

Ostrich Omelette On Table Take And Fold Around Grilled Vegetables Satisfy Hunger.
(Phillis Albert Fall 2010)

Other Occupants On That Thing Always Find Very Good Valuable Social Happenings.
(Kim Bohlen Wtr. 2003)

Other October Officials Try To Affect Fall Activities Giving Yenison Showy Headdresses (Brian Tegtmeyer Fall 2008)

Other Opponents Outdid Three Teams After Firing Vivid Goals Vanishing Above Him
(Jason Ylagan Fall 2012)

Other Orange Octopi Try To Arrange For Another Great Version Sandy Home
(Brian Tegtmeyer Fall 2008)

Other Organizations Offer Tips To Actively Forget Another Grand View South Holland
(Brian Tegtmeyer Fall 2008)

Ouch Ouch Ouch Tree Trunks And Falling Vines Grow Very Slowly Along
(M.Tyanne Lumbrers Fall 2005)

Our Old Oranges Taste Terrific After Fixing A Great Vodka Syrup Haze.
(Tamnie Oliverer Fall 2010)

Our Old Owl Taught Tom And Fred About Giant Viking’s Silver Helmets
(Rachel Ormins Fall 2010)

Our Opportunity Offered Time To Appreciate Freedom’s Very Grateful Vibrant Simple Happiness (Philia Albert Fall 2010)

Our Optic Octopus Tried To Anger Fred’s Very Grumpy Vietnamese Sister, Helga.
(Brandi Calvert Fall 2005)

Our Orange Orchard Takes The Award For Very Good Vitamins And Healing
(Tim D’Onofrio Fall 2011)

Our Oranges Often Taste Terrific As Food, And Give Very Significant Happiness!
(Abby Cox Fall 2010)

Our Orchardist Of Texas Takes And Fabricates Very Greasy Veal And Ham.
(Steven Kalinowski Fall 2006)
Our Outstanding Original Teacher Taught All Families Very Good Vocabulary Skills Honestly! (Nancy Wieringa Fall 2007)

Out Of Odd Tedious Tasks Always Furious About Getting Vacuuming/Sweeping Housework (Lauren Triemstra Fall 2009)

Out Of Orlando They Took A Free Vacation Going Very Scenically Across Hawaii. (Jeff Barten Fall 2012)

Out Of Outrage They Taunted Angrily For A Generous Vote Against Hate. (Jeff Barten Fall 2012)

Out On Outhouse Tiny Tim Attempted Fast Vocalization Gaining Velocity Speed Height. (John Bakouris Fall 2011)

Outside Of Orlando Ten Texans Arrive For A Great Vacation Supposedly Hawaii (Dave Lykowski Fall 2011)

Outside Otters Organized Tall Tales About Fast Alligators Going Valiantly Around Hills. (John Bakouris Fall 2011)

Our Own Olympiads Train To Always Fight Victoriously - Gamesmanship, Valor And Honor! (Valeria Molina Fall 2007)

Out Of Oil, The Toyota And Ford Very Grossly Vented Arid Heat (Valeria Molina Fall 2007)

Out Of Order, Totally Trashy And Foul Visitors Gave Very Salacious Handouts. (Ilene Briner Fall 2009)

Out Of Other Taxes Tonya Ate Food Vamping Glorious Vampires Stained Hides (James Dawson Fall 2008)

Out Over On Top Tracy Allowed Funny Vampires Go Violating School Halloween. (Tom Zeiss Fall 2008)

Outdoorsman Oliver Ogilvy Took The Amazon For A Great Vacation, Summer Home (Kristen Pruitt Fall 2008)

Outline Our Outstanding Teachers Talk About Fictional Vocabulary Gain Vocabulary Achievement Happily. (Dana Bukala Fall 2011)

Outch! Often On Tour The Attractive Faces Are Girl Visitors. Say Hello! (Mike Petrovic Fall 2010)

Outrage Occurred On The Twenty-third As Fickle Voting Generated Vexation About Harper (Sandra M. Rafols Fall 2006)

Outside Of Old Tokyo Tower A Few Violent Grizzlies Victimized A Hamburger (Sandra M. Rafols & Anthony Pasek Fall 2006)

Outside Our Office, Two Trees Are Full. Very Green Very Sappy Hickories. (Jeanie Stevens Fall 2005)
Over Old Outback To Town And Found A Green Viking Sipping Hotsauce
(Susan Brewster Fall 2010)

Over On Orange Team The Agony For Victory Grew Verses Silver Hornets
(Christine Borchardt Fall 2010)

Over Opie’s Ox, Tammy Took All Fun Video Games, Visors, And Hats
(Jason Ylagan Fall 2012)

Over Or On Top, The Apple Fell After Gravity Virtually Appeared Halved
(Tracy L. Schuette Fall 2011)

Over Our Own Toes The Ankle Feels Very Great Victorious And (yet) Humble.
(Laurie Kapsalis Wtr. 2004)

Overly Obsessed On Tiny Tarts, Angle Filled A Green Versace Satchel Happily.
(Nancy Bingen Fall 2011)

Overly Optimistic Ovation Took Tension Away From Visibly Grateful Varsity Schools Hosts (Agata Bielowka Fall 2010)

Owen Ordinarily Orders Two Thousand Apples For A Great Vegetarian Saturday Holiday (Pavia Salazar Fall 2010)

Owls On Oaks Totally Turn Around Faster Viewing Gets Various Snacks Hunted
(Hilda Villalobos Fall 2012)
I. Sensory
II. Sensory
III. Motor
IV. Motor
V. Both: Sensory & Motor
VI. Motor
VII. Both: Sensory & Motor
VIII. Sensory
IX. Both: Sensory & Motor
X. Both: Sensory & Motor
XI. Motor
XII. Motor

(S: Sensory, M: Motor and B: Both)

Sad Sally Makes Muffins Because My Brother Said Big Brownies Makes Mold
(Tracy L. Schuette Fall 2011)

Sad Sam Made Me Be Melancholy By Saying Bad Bunk, Miserable Me
(Matt O’Nei Fall 2012)

Sad Story May Mimic Big Misunderstandings Before Someone Brings Brighter Modified Motives
(Radoslaw Janczylo Fall 2012)

Sally Sold Many Moth Balls Making Bucks So Big Bill Might Move
(Nicole Luna Wtr. 2003)

Sally Said, Make My Brother’s Money Buy Some Big Bags (of) M&Ms.
(Kylie Griswold Wtr. 2004)

Sally Said My Mom Borrowed My Book So Brenda Borrowed My Map
(Gina Fabino Fall 2006)

Sally Said My Mom Buys Me Bubble Soap Biweekly Before Monday Mainly.
(Tom Zeiss Fall 2008)

Sally Sells Many Marbles, But My Brother Sells Bigger Better Mega Marbles
(Brittany Baaske Fall 2010)

Sally Slaps My Manly Butt Madly Because She Believes Blisters Must Materialize
(Janet Abramic Fall 2006)

Sally Struthers Made Money By Milking Broke Society, Butt Big Mammoth Midsection
(Eric Erickson Fall 2007)

Sally Struthers Moans Maaaaaa Because Meathead Buys Silver Belt Buckle Monogrammed Michael
(Mike Walters Fall 2010)

Sam Said Mother Might Be Mad But Steve Brings Back More Money
(Susan Brewster Fall 2010)

Sam Said My Mother Brought My Big Squishy Bug By Moving Meticulously.
(Stephanie Janowski Wtr. 2004)

Sam, Says, Mummy’s, Mutual, Bank, Modified, Balance, Sheet, By, Better, Modern, Method
(Nimisha Thomas Fall 2008)
Sam Slumps Mike More By Moping Because Sam Broke Billy’s Mom’s Mirror. (Lorraine Pickett Fall 2011)

Sam Smith Mumbled Monotonously Because Mary Beth Smith Bought Blackened Mahi Mahi. (Tracy L. Schuette Fall 2011)

Sam Smith Must Muster Bowel Movement Before Saturdays Big Basketball Midnight Mania (Brian Tegtmeyer Fall 2008)

Same Sunny Monday Morning By My Bus Stop Branch Broke Making Mess (Agata Bielowka Fall 2010)

Sammy Sosa Made Millions By Making Baseball Seem Basic By Many Measures. (Teresa Rutecki Fall 2010)

Sammy Sosa Missed Many Balls More By Swinging Bats Badly Matt Maintained (Bob Klatt Fall 2005)

Sammy Sosa Missed Many Big Moments Because Sammy Batted Below Mark McGuire (Douglas Wierenga Fall 2010)

Samuel Smith Makes Many Beers My Bar Served Bottled By Monday Morning (Rafael Saura Fall 2011)

Sandy Started Making Marvelous Blueberry Muffins Based Strictly By Brian’s Main Menu (Philia Albert Fall 2010)

Sandy Suddenly Married Mike Before Marrying Bob Sunday, But Both Might Mate. (Jenny Cunningham Fall 2012)

Santa Says Make My Belly More Bountiful, Slim Beautiful Blondes Make Money (Eric Erickson Fall 2007)

Santa’s Shop Minions Make Barbie Mansions But Some Barbies Buy Mortgaged Manors (Mike Walters Fall 2010)

Sarah, Said, My, Mother, Bit, My, Black, Scary, Bobcat, Before, Monday, Morning (Nancy Wieringa Fall 2007)

Sarah Saw My Mom Baking Miniature Biscuits Standing Between Bread Making Machines (Philia Albert Fall 2010)

Saturday Sunday Monday My Brother Makes Best Sweet Banana, Blueberry, Mango Muffins (Sampada Thatte, Fall 2011)

Savory Steak Meal Meets Beer Minus Bad Service Beats Boring Microwaveable Meal (Jessica Bockelmann Fall 2011)

Saying Slowly My Mom Bakes Many Biscuits Sticky Buns Bagels Mango Muffins. (Kasia Wesolowski Fall 2010)

Schmidt Says Mnemonics Might Be Magic, By Students Becoming Better Money Makers (Matt O’Neil Fall 2012)

Science, Shows, Mature, Mice, Beat, Mazes, Before, Sundown, By, Bribing, Mentoring, Mice (Nancy Wieringa Fall 2007)

Selig, Sequence, Marilyn, Marries, Bob, Marilyn, Births, Sue, Births, Boy, Makes, Machine-Beth (Sue Jeffries Fall 2006)

Seven, Silly Monkeys Made Banana Muffins, But Six Baked Butter Milk Muffins. (Jeanie Stevens Fall 2005)

Several Scientists May Make Better Monsters Because Science Boasts Better Monster Makers. (Patty Colognesi Fall 2011)

Several Sorbets, May, Melt, Before, My, Brother, Suddenly, Burns, Brown, Mushy, Marshmallows (Nancy Wieringa Fall 2007)

Several Small Minor Marches Began Merely Because Some Bet Britain Might March. (Ilene Briner Fall 2009)

She Saw Me Make Banana Muffin Bread Soft Baked Butter Melted Munch. (Phillis Albert Fall 2010)

She Spends More Money By Meeting Bad Single Boys Behind Marriott Motel. (Sunny Meschino Wir. 2004)

Shella Saw Many Mountains Beyond Montana’s Beautiful Scenic Big Bad Marriage Mountain. (April Khatua 2012)

Short Sally Married Mike Before Marrying Bob So Bob Broke Mike's Marriage (Mary Kay Holmes Fall 2005)

Silly Sally Made Mistakes But Money Brings Sally Because Boys Made Money (Iwona Mazurek Fall 2012)

Silly Sally Made Mommy Boiling Mad Because She Broke Billy's Mini Motorcycle! (Valeria Molina Fall 2007)

Silly Sally Made Money Barely Making By, She Bought Big Magical Movies (Kim Bohlen Wir. 2003)

Silly Sally Made My Brother Mean By Sending Big Bad Mixed Messages (Brianne Forrest Fall 2011)

Silly Shawn Made Mom Belligerent Mainly Because Shawn’s Buddy Busted Mom’s Mercedes (Douglas Wierenga Fall 2010)

Silly Sisters Make Muffins Because Muffins Bring Sisters Big Bucks Most Months. (Teresa Rutecki Fall 2010)

Silly Snakes Moves Money Behind My Boat Slowly Back Beside Mean Monkeys. (Tom Zeiss Fall 2008)
Silver Surfer Mashed Magneto Before Mystique Blasted Sabertooth’s Best Bud Marvel Man! (Rachel Ormins Fall 2010)

Simon Says, Make Mary Buy Me Big Sized Bad Boy Metal Magnet (Mike Brunsting Fall 2005)

Simple Simon Made Mrs. Baker Mad By Spit Ball Blasting Molly McGill. (Robert Powell Wtr. 2004)

Sipping Strawberry Margheritas Makes Best Mates Bond Stronger Because Booze Motivates Merrymaking! (Valeria Molina Fall 2007)

Sisters Share Many Many Belongings Mainly Bathrooms Shoes Bedrooms But Mostly Mom (Hilda Villalobos Fall 2012)

Sit Silently Making More Banana Muffins But Save Butter Biscuits Mister Moore. (Joan Becker Fall 2012)

Six Sexy Mustachioed Marauders Borrowed Money Because Six Beautiful Babes Merited MustangS (Mike Walters Fall 2010)

Six Silly Monkeys Make Banana Mango Bonanza Smoothies By Bumping Mixing Mugs (Dave Lykowski Fall 2011)

Skillful Sous Minces Mushrooms But Must Boil Sauce Before Braising Marinated Mutton (Mike Walters Fall 2010)

Slimy Spiders Mostly Migrate Because Mice Believe Shady Burrows Become More Memorizing (Christina Dutler Fall 2009)

Slimy Slugs Make Me Barf Mostly Because Stink Bad Breath Mess Me (Yang Liu Fall 2011).

Small Ships Make Money, But My Boss Says Big Boats Make More. (Mike Petrovic Fall 2010)

Small Ships Make Money But My Brother Says Big Boats Make More (Daly Cholemkery & Karen Lawver Fall 2010)

SnowWhite Snuffs Mickey Mouse But Minnie Boasts She Brews Badboy Macho Mouse (Janet Abramic Fall 2006)

So Sally Might Make Beth Mad Because Some Bowling Balls May Moo (Beth Kasprowicz Fall 2011)

So Sam Made Me Believe My Brother Sold Big Boats Monday Morning (Christina Perrone Fall 2012)

So Sorry My Marriage Became Messy Because Someone Betrayed Both My Men (Hope Semper Fall 2008)

So Strapping Mickey Mouse Bought Minnie Bling Shortly Before Becoming Mrs. Mouse (Dave Lykowski Fall 2011)
Some Sassy Mothers Make Bracelets Mysteriously Better Sipping Berry Beer, Memorizing Math (Brandi Calvert Fall 2005)

Some Saw Mike Mars. But Mike Bought Some Bright Big Marvelous Mask (Luciana Kerkemeyer Fall 2005)

Some Say Make Money But My Baby Says Both Baby Money Matters. (Dipa Patel Fall 2010)

Some Say Make Money But My Brother Says Big Brains Matter More (Brittany Baaske Fall 2010)

Some Say Mary Maybe Buried Monday But Steve Better Be Mary’s Man. (John Bakouris Fall 2011)

Some Say Mary Might Be Mad Because Some Bad Boys Marry Money (Beth Kasprowicz Fall 2011)

Some Say Marry Money But Marry Beauty So Both Be More Marry (M. Tyanne Lumbrers Fall 2005)


Some Say Marry Money, But My Brother Says Better Business Makes Money (Rita Randazzo Fall 2007)

Some Say Marry Money But My Brother Says Big Brains Matter More (Ranneek Mago Fall 2007; Amy Schumacher Fall 2008 & Daly Cholemkery & Karen Lawver Fall 2010)

Some Say, Marry Money But My Brother Says, Big Brains Matter Most (Mike Brunstring Fall 2005)

Some Say Marry Money, But My Brother Says Big Boobs Mean More. (Allison A. Huerta, Anna Malska Fall 2005 & Jim Wiesman Fall 2012)

Some Say Marry Money But My Brother Says Big Business Makes Money (Daly Cholemkery Fall 2010)


Some Say Marry Money But My Brother Says Big Bras Matter More (Anthony Pasek Fall 2006)

Some Say Marry Money, But My Brother Says Bigger Boobs Mean More. (Sunny Meschino Wtr. 2004)

Some Say Marry Money But My Brother Says Blue Blood Means More (Lauren Triemstra Fall 2009)

Some Say Marry Millionaires, But My Brother Says Bigger Brains Mean More. (Sunny Meschino Wtr. 2004)

Some Say Marilyn Monroe But My Brother Says Bridgett Bordeaux Mmm Mmm. (Saldy Valdez Wtr. 2004)
Some Say Matt Makes Bread Much Better So Buyers Buy Much More
(Yang Liu Fall 2011).

Some Say Meditation Matters, But My Brother Says Buddha's Bronze Matters More.
(Parna Mazumdar Fall 2012)

Some Say Men Marry Blondes, My Brother Says Busty Blondes Marry Money.
(Janet Gerlesits Fall 2005)

Some Say Men May Be Mean But Some Become Big Manly Men.
(Danielle Claypool Fall 2008)

Some Say Mickey Mouse’s Band Might Be Seen Before Breakfast Monday Morning
(Rachel Ormins Fall 2010)

Some Say Mighty Mouse Beats Many But Seriously Batman Beats Mighty Mouse.
(Patty Colognesi Fall 2011)

Some Say Mike Must Be Married, But Some Believe Boys Must Marry
(Regina Kerkemeyer Fall 2005)

Some Say Mind Matters, But, My Boss Says, Big Bundles Money Matter.
(Abida Khandwala Wtr. 2005)

Some Say Money Makes Brokers More Bothersome So Break Bad Money Management
(Cassie Matz Fall 2005)

Some Say Money Matters, But My Beloved Says Being Beloved Matters More
(Sue Ekkebus, Fall 2012)

Some Say Money Matters But My Boyfriend Says Being Beloved Matters Most
(Kaitlin Barker, Fall 2012)

Some Say Money Matters, But My Brother Says Baked Beans Matter Most
(Maybelle Lozano Fall 2012)

Some Say Money Matters But My Brother Says Big Brain Matter More
(Iwona Mazurek Fall 2012)

(Elena Petrova Fall 2007)

Some Say Money Matters But My Brother Says Brewed Beer Matters More
(Hilda Villalobos Fall 2012)

(Maybelle Lozano Fall 2012)

Some Say Motorcycles Might Be Macho But Some Bikers Become More Manly
(Matt O’Neil Fall 2012)

Some Say Mud Matters But My Boss Says Bubbling Bright Mud Matters.
(Tracy L. Schuette Fall 2011)

Some Say My Mom Bakes More Brownies Sunday Because Bob Moved Monday
(Brianne Forrest Fall 2011)
Some Say My Mom Beat Me But She Beat Bread More Moments  
(Eric Erickson Fall 2007)

Some Say My Mom Buys Me Bread She Better Buy Me Mayonnaise  
(Brittany Baaske Fall 2010)

Some Say My Mother Beat My Brother So Brother Bit My Mom.  
(Jeff Barten Fall 2012)

Some Say My Mouth Brings Me Bad Situations Because Boys Mouth-off More.  
(Jeff Barten Fall 2012)

Some Sensitive Mothers Might Buy Mayonnaise Before Selling Buttered Bread Most Months.  
(Yang Liu Fall 2011).

Some Sharp Minor Manufacturers Became Major Because Several Bet Buttons Make Money.  
(Ilene Briner Fall 2009)

Some Silly Messy Monsters Broke My BMW Swerving By Big Muddy Mounds  
(Rafael Saura Fall 2011)

Some Silly Maroon Monkey Believes Making Banana Sundaes Brings Back Monkey Madness.  
(Carie Wright Fall 2007)

Some Sprint Many Miles Before Most Become Sick Because Breathing Missed Much  
(Hope Semper Fall 2008)

Some Steal My Money But My Big Sister Better Bring Me More  
(Allison A. Huerta & Anna Malska Fall 2005)

Some, Stupid Moron Made Bob's Mom Buy Seven Big Brown M & M's  
(Butie Stevens Fall 2005)

Some Students Might Measure Bowel Movements By Size But Biopsies Measure More  
(Liz Dillmann Fall 2011)

Some Sucker Must Make Bad Mouthed Bull Shitters Become Believers Mother Mary  
(Brian Tegtmeyer Fall 2008)

Some Surgeons Make Money But My Brother Says Beautiful Blondes Make More  
(Monica Freeman Fall 2007)

Some Surgeons Make Money But My Brother Says “Buxom Blondes Make More”.  
(Elena Petrova Fall 2007)

Somebody Said Maybe Mike Brought Medium Box Someone Bought Before Monday Morning  
(Radoslaw Janczylo Fall 2012)

Somebody Somehow Makes Menacing Billboards, Marshals Blames Satanic Bad Boy Max Macon.  
(Steven Kalinowski Fall 2006)

Someday Sam’s Mom Must Break Monday’s Breakfast So Brad Brought Mom Munchkins  
(Gina Fabino Fall 2006)
Someone Said Manny Met Bob Monday By Some Bar By My Mom’s.
(Danielle Claypool Fall 2008)

Someone Sold Me My Bike, My Boots, & Something Blue Monday Morning.
(Danielle Claypool Fall 2008)

Someone Stole My Money Because My Brother Stole Brad’s Bloody Mary Maker
(Gina Fabino Fall 2006)

Sometimes Sad Men May Buy More Beer Simply Because Beer Makes Memories
(Brianne Forrest Fall 2011)

Sometimes Some Monkeys May Be Merry But Sometimes Become Bitter Mean Monkeys.
(Danielle Claypool Fall 2008)

Somewhere Someday Mary McMillan Began Most Brilliant Significant Bright Bold Medical Mission
(Agata Bielowska Fall 2010)

Soon Santa Made Many Believers Merry By Sending Bikes Bears Mittens Monopoly
(Matt O’Neil Fall 2012)

Soon Single Maids May Become More Bold Since Baking Bread Made Mold
(Beverly Ehlebracht Fall 2010)

Sorry, Said, Mary, Miller, But, My, Burgundy, Superstore, Bought, Badly, Molded, Muffins
(Nancy Wieringa Fall 2007)

Sour Silly Mary Make Believes More Because Sam Believes Bats Marvel Mary
(Lorraine Pickett Fall 2011)

South Siders Must Miss Baseball More Because Sox Became Better Managerial Material.
(Gabriel Noguez Fall 2008)

South Suburban Moms Meet By Mister Bluths Stand Buying Banana Muffin Mix
(Rafael Saura Fall 2011)

Sportsmen Should Maximize Motivation By Modeling Behavior Strategies Built By Momentous Men.
(Teresa Rutecki Fall 2010)

Spock Says Maintain Menace Because Many Borg Steal Brains Barring Mind Melds
(Mike Walters Fall 2010)

Statistics Say My Mutts Behave Miraculously Because Some Bad Behavior Miffs Master
(Hope Semper Fall 2008)

Steady Steven Made My Bicycle Move Between Stones Basically By Mere Miracle
(Philia Albert Fall 2010)

Steve Says Mom Might Be Making Barbecue Sausage Before Buffalo Meets Minnesota.
(John Bakouris Fall 2011)

Steve Still Makes Money By Making Better Sales, But Business Must Maintain.
(Gabriel Noguez Fall 2008)

Stop Scratching My Modern Big Mercedes By Simply Buying Better Modified Moisturizer
(Radoslaw Janczylo Fall 2012)
Stop Selling My Mom Bad Meat Because She Barfs By My Mattress  
(Pavia Salazar Fall 2010)

Stinky Sal Makes Money By Moving Beef Stores Back Beneath My Mansion  
(M.TyAnne Lumbrers Fall 2005)

Stop Sending Mixed Messages Before Mickey Believes Some Big Bold Mysterious Myth.  
(Carie Wright Fall 2007)

Storm Sandy Made Monday Big Mess Before Stopping Blowing Barely Misty Moist  
(Radoslaw Janczylo Fall 2012)

Stuart Said My Marry Buy My Business So Big Brother Make Money  
(Krzysztof Pek Fall 2010)

Student Store Made Me Buy My Books Solely Because Buying Makes’em Money  
(Liz Dillmann Fall 2011)

(Matt O’Neil Fall 2012)

Students Say Math Matters, But My Brother Says Basketball Matters More  
(Sue Ekkebus, Fall 2012)

Students See Many Mischievous Behaviors Multiplying Because Some Bad Bad Misinformed Moms.  
(April Khatua Fall 2012)

Stunning Steelers Mightily Massacred By Minuscule Bears Still Brings Bad Momentary Memories  
(Jessica Bockelmann Fall 2011)

Summer Sausage Might Make Better Men But Schlitz Budweiser Blatz Makes Morons.  
(John Bakouris Fall 2011)

Sun Shines Much More By Midday, But Sometime Before Bedtime Moon Maximizes.  
(Gabriel Noguez Fall 2008)

Sunday Susan Married Mike Because Mike Bought Susan’s BMW Before Monday’s Meeting  
(Gina Fabino Fall 2006)

Sunny Skies Mean More Birds Making Big Swirling Bowel Bombs Mucking Motorcars  
(Craig Walter Fall 2006)

Surprise Sasha My Most Beautiful Most Beloved Super Baby Boy Money Maker.  
(Phillis Albert Fall 2010)

Susie, Smith, Made, My, Bed, Monday, Because, Sam, Benson, Broke, My, Mirror  
(Amy Schumacher Fall 2008)

Susie Smith Makes Money Before Monday Before School Bob Breaks Many Miles.  
(Tom Zeiss Fall 2008)

Suzanne Summers Made Mega Bucks Modeling Bilateral Squeezing Bootie Busting Muscle Machines  
(Craig Walter Fall 2006)
**Susanne Summers Met Michael Bolton Monday Because She Became Bolton’s Money Manager** (Douglas Wierenga Fall 2010)

**Suzy Salmon Made Many Beautiful Magical Blue Shiny Bracelets Before Making Mine** (Rachel Ormins Fall 2010)

**Sweet Sally Make Money By Massages Boys Strong Big Bodies Muscles Minds** (Krzysztof Pek Fall 2010)

**Sweet Salty Meat Means Bad Mouth Breath So Brush Before Meat Meal** (Dana Bukala Fall 2011)

**Sweet Scrumptious Milky Meringue Bars Most Benefit Sue But Bob’s Most Mediocre** (Kaitlin Barker, Fall 2012)

**Swim Swim Mermaid Mermaid But Meet Back Starfish By Beach Monday Morning** (Susan Brewster Fall 2010)

**Sylvester Stallone’s Made Many Bad Movies But Sly’s Big Brother Made Music** (Dana Bukala Fall 2011)

Cranial Nerve Mnemonics 10th Ed 2012